Constraints over un-interpreted terms are called symbolic and typical examples of such constraints are uni cation problems. When dealing with speci c domains, constraints are often called built-in and a typical example consists of constraints over numerical domains like naturals or reals. On one hand, combination techniques for symbolic constraints have been quite investigated. On the other hand, many constraint systems provide primitive built-in constraints. In this paper, we address the problem of combining equational uni cation and built-in constraint solving in presence of functions from terms to built-ins. We design a modular constraint framework by breaking a mixed formula of the combined theory into a symbolic, a built-in and an heterogeneous part. The interest of such an approach is to give independently an appropriate interpretation for the heterogeneous part, while the interpretations of the pure parts are preserved. The study of constraint solving in an instance of the framework, where only homomorphisms are allowed, showed that it is possible to lter information throughout the three parts in a cooperative way in order to reach a well-chosen incremental quasi-solved form. The framework is applied to the combination of lists and naturals.
Introduction
Deduction with Constraints can be viewed from two perspectives : one related to automated deduction 9], the other to the development and usage of programming languages based on logic 7] .
For automated deduction, constraints on the generic data structure of terms are a powerful tool allowing to express and encode strategies and to modularise the deduction process. We call symbolic, constraints over terms.
There are many symbolic constraint systems of interest, some examples are uni cation 8], disuni cation, ordering, membership and feature constraints. In particular, equational uni cation is nothing but solving equations between terms when the function symbols satisfy an equational theory.
Within programming languages based on logic, the purpose is to develop a class of languages which incorporates the descriptive power of a logical theory with the e ciency of constraint solving. In this setting, Constraint Logic Programming (CLP) 7], instance of the Constraint Programming paradigm, is an elegant generalisation of logic programming, aimed at replacing unication by the concept of constraint solving over a computation domain. Thus, CLP is a class of languages, which merges the computational properties of Horn-clause logic and e cient constraint solving over a given domain. This gives a taxonomy of CLP languages when classifying them according to their domains (naturals, booleans: : :). We call built-in, constraints over such speci c domains.
The need for complex combined constraints involving several primitive constraint languages steams from many application areas. A simple example of such a situation consists of using a combined theory of naturals and strings to express the simple property that a natural is divisible by 9 i the sum of its digits is divisible by 9. This could be expressed in the theory of naturals alone but in a less natural way. Combination techniques have been thoroughly investigated in the last decade for symbolic constraints 4, 11] . In addition, many CLP dialects allow that di erent kinds of built-in constraints coexist and should be solved in appropriate domains. For example, the structure underlying Prolog III 5] allows mixed constraints on lists of rational trees, where some nodes can be lists or booleans.
A strong motivation of our work is the fact that a combination of symbolic and built-in constraint languages often makes it possible to express and tackle problems that none of these languages can overcome alone in a natural way. For example, J. Avenhaus & K. Becker 3] have provided an approach of how to enrich an equational speci cation with a built-in algebra and asserted that such an approach makes the programming language more powerful. But the combination problem is in full generality undecidable. This is why in this paper we are presenting a framework that provides tools to solve this problem in speci c cases.
We consider the problem of combining uni cation constraints interpreted in a the free term quotient -structure A = T (F; X)= = E , on one side, with built-in constraints interpreted in a term generated -structure B on the other side. Moreover, we assume that there exists a set of functions such that each is de ned from A to B. We are interested in solving the constraints of the so-obtained combined theory. The theorems of this combined theory are those of A, B and those which hold because of the introduction of the functions of .
We formalise the combination problem using a modular approach. The basic idea is to break a formula in the combined theory into three formulae: a -formula , a -formula and an heterogeneous formula H containing at least a symbol from . Intuitively, the role of H is to capture the admissible instances of and , which are valid in presence of the shared part . On one side, the semantic interest of such an approach allows to de ne an appropriate interpretation for H , while those of pure formulae and are preserved. On the other side, it allows to lter information throughout the three levels in a cooperative way.
The paper is organised as follows. In section 2, we make precise our combination scheme. Section 3 is devoted to the study of the instance of the latter combination scheme obtained by allowing only homomorphisms in . Section 4 addresses the constraint solving problem in such a scheme instance. In particular, it provides a quasi-solved form for the mixed constraints. Section 5 points out how the framework we present can be concretely applied to combine lists and naturals. Section 6 concludes and presents future works. The full version and complete proofs of the paper are available in 2].
2 The Combination Scheme
The Algebra of Mixed Terms
Let = (S; F; f=g) and = (W; G; P) be two disjoint many sorted signatures (i.e. the set of sorts as well as the set of function symbols are disjoint: S \ W = ; and F \ G = ;). Let X and Y be respectively two disjoint denumerable S-indexed and W-indexed sets of variables. For E a set of equational axioms on T (F; X), we denote A = T (F; X)= = E the many sorted quotient term -structure. We denote A 0 = T (F)= = E the ground many sorted term quotient -structure associated to A.
In addition, let B be a -structure. We assume that B is -term generated so that every b in the carrier can be represented by at least one -term of T (G). The reason of such an assumption, which may be restrictive, is that we want to describe constraint solutions by variable substitution instead of variable assignment. Indeed, in general a substitution represents a possibly in nite set of assignments. In order to model functions from A to B, we assume given a set of function symbols disjoint from F and G. 
Later, we will see that a natural example for the operators is to take them as homomorphisms. This is detailed in section 3 with the appropriate de nition of the function .
Heterogeneous Formulae
In this section and the following one, we de ne the formulae we are interested in. We rst de ne the syntax of the constraints and then their solution sets. We denote by Sub(T (F; X)) (resp. Sub(T (G; Y))) the set of substitutions X ! T (F; X) (resp. Y ! T (G; Y) ). Recall that a heterogeneous formula ? H contains variables from both X and Y, so that in the application of and to ? H , where and are respectively in Sub(T (F; X)) and Sub(T (G; Y)) the order of the substitution is not relevant. In this case = is denoted ( ; ).
De nition 2.6 (Solution of a Heterogeneous Constraint) Given a heterogeneous constraint ? H . Let be in Sub(T (F; X)) and in Sub(T (G; Y)). 
The Combined Constraint Language
Till now, we dealt only with mixed formulae. Now, we are going to de ne the set of constraints allowed by our combined constraint language CL. For clarity, constraints are syntactically distinguished from formulae by a question mark exponent on their predicate symbols. In addition, equality constraints in A are distinguished from those in B by adding the index E. ? has no combined solution. SS(C) is the set of combined solutions of C. In a slight abuse of syntax, we allow _ to occur in every level of an atomic constraint of CL. We shall use implicitly some usual identities. Therefore, we de ne an equivalence =, which captures such identities, and use = instead of syntactic equality between constraints. The relation of CL CL and de ned by C 1 C 2 i SS(C 1 ) = SS(C 2 ) is the solution equivalence. It is proved that = is embedded into . The identities of = justify why later, in the solving process, we deal only with atomic mixed constraints. Therefore, the combination framework CL = CL(A; B; ), we are designing, is parametrised by A, B and . In the next section, we point out how introduces a shared part between A and B.
A Scheme Instance with Shared Homomorphisms
This section presents an instance of the previous general framework where the semantics given to the operators are to be homomorphisms from A 0 to B. The fact that any in is an homomorphism is represented by means of an equational presentation , constructed over F f g G. So we assume that for any f in F there exists a g in F such that the identity (f(x 1 ; x 2 ; : : :; x n )) = g( (x 1 ); (x 2 ); : : :; (x n )) belongs to . Let R be the set of rewrite rules obtained by orienting the identities of from left to right. 
Let us designate by t # R a normal form of t wrt R. The rewriting system R has the following desirable properties:
Lemma 3.2 (Properties of R) The rewrite system R satis es: P 1 ) R is convergent: 8t 2 T (F G; ;): t # R exists and is unique
It follows that the application # R , which associates to any ground mixed term t its normal form t # R wrt R, is well-de ned (i.e, it is a function). Moreover, the previous lemma shows that # R satis es the requirement (1) that we imposed on (see section 2). Thus, the combination scheme CL = CL(A; B; ), designed in the previous section can be specialised, by taking :=# R , and used to combine the symbolic -constraints in A and the builtin -constraints in B in presence of a set of shared functions symbols verifying the homomorphism axioms. In the rest of the paper, # R will be denoted shortly #. If C 1 and C 2 are in CL, sometimes we write C 1 ?! R C 2 , whenever C 2 is obtained from C 1 after a certain number of applications of the rules of R to C 1 . The same notation is used for heterogeneous constraints. Constraints of CL can be rewritten wrt R while their semantics remain preserved because they are precisely de ned up to normalisation by R in de nition 2. (2) can be extended to a non-atomic ? H . This abbreviation is useful in the sense that it allows to make apparent its variables x i and y j . Other bene ts of this abbreviation appear later in the paper. We will consider mixed constraints in normalised forms wrt R.
On Solving in the Scheme Instance
In general, when expressing and dealing with constraints in a constraint language, one is typically faced with two related concerns. The rst one, is the decision of constraint satis ability. The second, is their solving wrt the interpretation introduced by the semantic of the language. In our context, the solution set of a mixed constraint is not only likely to be in nite, but its description could also be complicated since two distinct structures are involved. That is the reason why we would like that a potential constraint solver for CL = CL(A; B; #) should compute some compact representation, called quasi-solved form, in such a way that combined solutions may be extracted from it. In addition, such a quasi-solved form should provide incrementality and a relatively weak satis ability test.
Quasi-Solved Forms
For our purpose, we use the notion of tree solved form 8], which is available for -constraints and -constraints. It is parametrised by the symbol # which may be either = ? E or = ? .
De nition 4.1 (Tree Solved Form) Let The intuition behind the third condition is that if ? H contains both k (z k ) = ? r k and k (z k ) = ? r 0 k then C is not yet \really" solved since r k = ? r 0 k has to be considered. Till now, the quasi-solved form already proposed is just a restricted class of constraints. We want to show that it also provides a good and explanative description of all satisfying solutions. We want to express combined solutions by condensed and compact logical formulae with a setbased semantic. 
Incrementality and Constraint Solving
An appropriate constraint solver for CL is any process which computes a disjunction of quasi-solved forms of constraint C. This means that it should potentially output a set of constrained combined substitutions. We assume that such a solver, say RS = RS(A; B; #), is rule-based: it consists in a rule set RS, which reduces C into a disjunction of quasi-solved forms equivalent to C. RS is modular since it is partitioned into : 1. RS A : a set of rules which tackle at the symbolic level wrt A. Any inference done by RS A a ects only the symbolic level.
2. RS B : a set of rules, intending to exploit algebraic properties of B, which stands for both the built-in/background levels. Indeed, constraints of the latter levels have top-symbols in P. When applied to the background level, RS B is faced with a delicate problem: variables are ranging over two distinct structures. This problem is addressed in the following. Based on abbreviation (2), we propose to ignore in RS B that x in X is waiting for -terms and view (x), whenever it appears in ? H , as a variable of Y.
Therefore, it follows that the instantiation of (x) would behave as standard First, the reader can note that it makes sense to write f k (z k ) 7 ! r k j k 2 Kg H since k (z k ) cannot appear more than once in ? H . In addition, recall that H is assumed normalised wrt #. In addition, , and f k (z k ) 7 ! r k j k 2 Kg can be applied to H in any arbitrary order because since C 1 is in quasi-solved form they can not interfere. However, propagating x i and y j is not surprising. Now, let us investigate what RS A$B could contain as rules for any pair of structures A and B which share homomorphisms.
The symbolic level should tell the background level a priori any hidden information it contains by means of the following rule scheme: A similar rule scheme is designed to propagate constraints to the built-in level. As will be seen later, the global aim of such rule scheme is to maintain as much as possible consistency between the choice points already set by RS A and RS B . In particular, the rule scheme Deduce will be invoked to cut some irrelevant search choices, previously generated by RS B , while they are inconsistent with t 1 = ? E t 2 .
To sum up, RS A$B is intended to contain two families of rules. The rst one, globally represented by Tell, is to ensure communication between the levels. The second one, represented by Deduce, is to provide a concrete cooperation between the levels. The problem with Deduce is that it can not be speci ed in the general case. It is quite natural, then, to wonder what can be done in the general case whenever the sprit of cooperation is ignored.
De nition 4.6 (Parametric Solver) A parametric solver for the -constraints in B is a solver PS that takes as input a constraint ? y 1 ; : : :; y q ] and outputs either F if ? is unsatis able, or a nite disjunction of tree solved forms equivalent to ? such that each of them has the form :
(9v 1 ; : : :; v n )ĵ Theorem 4.7 (Naive Constraint Solving) Let C be a constraint of CL. A su cient condition to reach the quasi-solved forms of C is that we are given both a uni cation algorithm for the theory E and a parametric solver for the -constraints in B.
The underlying main idea of the proof proceeds as follows: ? and ? are solved separately and then their tree solved forms are told to ? . Afterwards, the already obtained heterogeneous constraint is solved and, in turn, it should propagate some solved variables to \specialise" the previously found tree solved forms. The main contribution of this theorem is providing su cient conditions for reaching the quasi-solved forms in a modular way. Besides such a contribution, the proof of theorem (4.7) shows that such a method introduces a lot of non-determinism and overhead because constraint dependencies are ignored. Rather than each level is working alone, favouring mutuel cooperation between the di erent levels, by a powerful and sophisticated RS A$B , makes possible to exploit more pruning opportunities and thus to get an e cient solving. This is illustrated in the following section.
Application: Combination of Lists and Naturals
We propose a constraint solver for the combined language of lists and naturals as presented in example 3.1. Since inequalities on naturals can be encoded as existentially quanti ed equalities 1], we consider only -equations in CL. For simplicity, we shall use usual abbreviations on lists and naturals instead of term notation.
Some Solving Rules
Inspired by some ideas of G. Plotkin 10] for associative uni cation, we designed RS A . The basic rule of RS A is: We de ne a sublist relation, say , expressing that l 1 l 2 if there exist two (may be empty) lists z 1 and z 2 such that l 2 = E z 1 l 1 z 2 . Note that l 1 l 2 implies that the length in l 2 is greater than or equal to the one of l 1 .
It is observable that, on one side, Break generates a non-deterministic disjunction corresponding to the four cases x 1 = x 2 = E hi, x 1 = E x 2 , x 1 x 2 and x 2 x 1 . On the other side, Split generates a disjunction corresponding to the cases u p u q and u q u p . Then, it may happen, for instance, that, in the same derivation, RS A did the choice x 1 x 2 and RS B did the choice 1 (x 2 ). Such an information is not only to simplify the background, but also to restrict future search choices of both RS A and RS B .
Thus, a coherence between the choice points previously set by RS is generated. In naive solving, these eight (4 2) derived sub-systems C j i will be solved independently without taking into account the fact that they set their choice points corresponding to the common unknowns x 1 ; x 3 . But, thanks to RS A$B , which has a global view of the levels, unsatis ability of many derived subsystems is detected. 
Conclusion
Both symbolic and built-in constraints have many practical interests. This paper provides a modular combination of them in presence of a set of shared functions from the rst to the second. The combined language consists of constrained formulae having three primitive levels. We investigated constraint solving in the case where only homomorphisms are allowed. The description of the solution set of a mixed constraint was captured by the notion of constrained combined substitution. The modularity has been exploited to make the levels cooperating.
This work has many followups that we are going to investigate. The results that we have developed here for homomorphisms can be extended to functions having some homomorphism-like properties. We would also like to extend the framework by allowing the sharing of more formulae than equations, on one side, and functions from built-ins to terms, on the other side.
